
Giuseppe Nada Rosato Nebbiolo 2016.
This is the last vintage the winery made 
rosè but it is a favorite amongst
sommeliers at restaurants in our area.
2016 is an epic vintage for Nebbiolo
and shows the amazing concept that
this wine can even age well! We drank 
this with Asian food and it was crisp
and palate cleansing.

ROSAE – Langhe Rosato 2016

This will be the driest of the sparkling in
the selection because when they have
to top off the wine after disgorgement,
they don't add any additional sugar
which is common in sparkling wines.
Pas Dose means no sugar. The wine
rests on the lees for 50+ months!!!
Definitely a wine you could pair with
an entire meal!
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NADA Giuseppe - Treiso

Brut Rosé Nebbiolo Pas Dose 2014

NADA Giuseppe - Treiso



Fabrizio continues to make this wine
after his “nonno” first experimented
with a traditional method Nebbiolo
sparkling wine back in 1964. His
grandfather used to take many trips to
France to learn the art (very unusual at
the time) and came back with the
pupitres that they still use today to
riddle the wines. This wine is great for
an aperitif with prosciutto di Parma o
San Daniele and parmesan!

VALSELLERA Brut Rosè 2017

Sara Vezza, winemaker was one of the
first to jump on the sparkling Nebbiolo
bandwagon with her tradit ional
method. They let the Nebbiolo wine sit
on the lees for 18 months. This wine is
great with grilled salmon or throughout 
a whole meal thanks to its structure. 

FRANCONE  - Neive

JOSETTA SAFFIRIO – Monforte d'Alba

Nebbiolo d'Alba Brut Rosè 2017
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Diego Morra is a small producer known
for an unusual native grape varietal
Pelaverga and Barolo. However he
makes a great easy going Nebbiolo
Rosato which we love and is great on
the porch or by the pool!

MOSCA – Rosato 2019

Conterno is one of the most legendary
Barolo producers in the world. He has
now acquired a historical winery from
the North of Piedmont, Nervi, and has
taken over the production making this
incredible Rosato along with interesting
Gatt inara wines from the more
volcanic and mineral soils.

MORRA Diego - Verduno

IL ROSATO 2019

NERVI (CONTERNO) - Gattinara
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